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Colors
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Key Colors 

• Tangerine 

• Bordeaux 

• Butter yellow 

• Teal 

• Traffic-light red

New York fashion week has been and gone, leaving 
a trail of vibrant hues in its wake. For Spring, we see 
a new spin on Fall 2018's key color trends make 
their way through; reds, bright blues, yellows, 
oranges and metallics. 

Updated shades of the popular hues consisted of 
wine-colored reds, tangerine orange, butter 
yellows, teals, mauves - and a head-to-toe neutral 
look rivalling last season's head-to-toe white. 
Metallics took on a more colorful persona as they 
moved away from silver and were seen in pink at 
Vaquera, gold at Rodarte and Ulla Johnson and 
green at PRISCAVera.

Neon was a clear trend throughout collections. 
From shocking pink to highlighter shades of yellow, 
orange and green, they were used for full looks at 
Jeremy Scott and Prabal Gurung or accented in 
accessories such as bags and shoes for a subtler 
take on the trend as at ADEAM.
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Fabrics

For Spring, leather and denim remain popular, but 
it was the revival of crochet that was most notable. 
Its use on dresses stood out most and was seen at 
Tory Burch, 3.1 Phillip Lim and Michael Kors. 

After proving key for Fall 2018, vinyl continues to 
be a strong trend heading into Spring. Prevalent in 
outerwear, hi-shine vinyl was seen at ADEAM and 
Badgley Mischka, whilst Marc Jacobs used a low-
shine finish, providing a more commercial 
alternative.
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Themes

The Wild West continues to provide inspiration  
but manifests in a different way for Spring than 
presented for Fall. A more season-appropriate 
cotton is favored with heavier suedes and leathers 
set aside. Think of it as a bit more glam as 
attention falls away from practical outerwear 
pieces and feminine dresses and smarter shirts 
take center stage.
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Prints

Key Prints 
• Leopard 

• Rainbow 

• Bold stripes 

• Color block 
• Tie Dye 

• Dark florals
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The wild wild West

Neon buzz

Super romance

Tiers, ruffles and pretty feminine 
details galore. Making use of those 
pristine whites, butter lemons and 
apricots is a whimsical romantic 
story. Maxi lengths and prairie 
detailing on dresses make this a 
high summer and occasionwear 
no-brainer.

Hot for Fall, animal print’s presence in the Spring 
shows proves that this trend is here to stay. It was 
seen at Longchamp, Tom Ford and Calvin Klein. 
Leopard print's popularity makes this trend a safe 
buy for 2019.
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Solid head-to-toe looks surface as significant in 
two different forms - firstly with neon bursts and 
secondly with denim. Highlighter yellow and 
fuchsia pink are the key hues here, these are extra 
punchy in retro silhouettes or amplified with bold 
black accent piping.
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Shapes

The classic trench took two routes - the first, classic, 
in traditional hues and fabrics. The second, 
rendered in glossy vinyl, giving the Spring staple a 
contemporary feel. Other key outerwear pieces 
included street style favorite - the oversized blazer, 
sleeveless jackets and varsity-inspired bombers.
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Key Detail

Ruffles continue to be a mainstay trend, after 
proving popular in both the Fall 2017 and Spring 
2018 collections, and beyond.  

Asymmetric ruffled hems were favored by Alejandra 
Alonso Rojas, and ruffled knitwear and blouses 
were noteworthy at Kate Spade and Son Jung Wan. 
Draped chiffon and silk created graceful silhouettes 
while more rigid fabrics accentuated the technique. 
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Key Spring 2019 Shapes 

• Wet-Look mac 
Seen at Badgley Mischka & Tibi. 

• Oversized blazer 
Seen at: Calvin Klein & Milly. 

• Asymmetric shoulder dress 
Seen at: Self Portrait & Hellessy. 

• Polo dress 
Seen at: Prabal Gurung & BOSS. 

• Boyfriend shirt 
Seen at: Sies Marjan & Vaquera.

Spring dresses weren't in short supply, ranging 
from 90s halternecks to column and slip 
silhouettes. Fresher trends included the polo  
shirt dress and square necks - which first gained 
attention in Pre-Spring.

One-shoulder asymmetry

Polo dresses
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Accessories

Key styles 
• Yellow 

• Animal prints 

• Transparent straps 

• Barely-there heels 

• Rope/Braided uppers

Alongside flat-topped micro shades, bucket hats 
and headscarves, a number of bold jewelry trends 
emerged for Spring.  

Layered necklaces featuring charms and pendants 
were a key look styled with both casual and party 
apparel. Statement drop earrings in angular shapes 
or adorned with jewels will work well for the Spring 
occasion period.
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Footwear

Yellow tones were particularly strong in the heels 
category, which is promising after the sunny hue's 
commercial success last season.
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Oversized hoops

Bucket hats

Micro shades

Headscarves
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If you enjoyed this report, sign up 
to our Insider Briefing and you’ll 
be the first to know about our 

future coverage.


